As all factors governing the process of the development of texture are strongly dependent on stacking fault energy, a marked influence of SFE on the wire texture and rolling texture characteristics should be expected. This relationship has been established for wires by English and Chin. Using their own experimental data, as well as those from literature, they plotted the amount of (100) wire texture component against v/Gb, being SFE, G the shear modulus, and b the Burgers vector, as shown in Figure 1 . The most important conclusion drawn by the authors from this relationship is that the general trend toward larger proportions of (100) The lack of evidence of the rolling texture reversal in many authors' earlier investigations should be ascribed to the fact that a quantitative criterion of privileged orientation in sheets was not taken into consideration.
. The most important conclusion drawn by the authors from this relationship is that the general trend toward larger proportions of (100) with reduced SFE is reversed for the lowest values of v/Gb. At the same time they come to the conclusion that: "this reversal is not found in rolling textures, which vary monotonically from "brass" 6 are listed in Table I . The function mt f(v/Gb) determined from the experimental data is shown in Figure 2. Here the values for pure metals were adopted from the recent critical survey of Gallagher 7 and for 80-20 brass from Alers The lack of evidence of the rolling texture reversal in many authors' earlier investigations should be ascribed to the fact that a quantitative criterion of privileged orientation in sheets was not taken into consideration. 10-a FIGURE 2 mt vs y/Gb plot for cold rolled fcc metals and alloys.
